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A WARM IRISH WELCOME.
Welcome to this Issue of The Letter from Ireland Magazine!
by Mike Collins

C

éad Míle Fáilte - and
you are very welcome to the
May/June issue of The Letter
from Ireland Magazine! This
publication is for Green
Room Members, their friends
and families - so do feel free
to share it near and wide as
you see fit.
We are just crossing into the
Irish Celtic Festival of
"Bealtaine" (pronounced "beyowl-tanna") - and we have
more on this special festival
later in the magazine.

Member meetup on Ellis Island, St.
Patrick's Day 2019.
What a trip we had to the USA
to celebrate St. Patrick's Day!
We started in Boston and then
headed south to Connecticut,
Philadelphia and New Jersey meeting many wonderful
members along the way before finishing in New York
City and onto Ellis Island for
our final member meetup!
Lots of photos and memories
later in the magazine.

We are just crossing
into the Irish Celtic
Festival of "Bealtaine"

We also look at some of the
places in Ireland we like to
visit in the summertime (with
lots of photos) and take a
special trip to County Clare
for a Homelands feature.
So, we do hope you enjoy this
issue of the Letter from
Ireland Magazine. I know we
enjoyed putting it together for
you!
Mike, Carina & Jayne.
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4 CELTIC FESTIVALS TO MARK THE
TURNING OF THE YEAR.
4 festivals mark the turning of the Celtic Seasons - continuing with Bealtaine in May.

IMBOLC

BEALTAINE

Imbolc falls in the first
week of February and is
the Celtic festival to signal
the coming of Spring.
It comes from the old Irish
meaning "in the belly" referring to the start of the
lambing season. The new
grasses have just started
to grow for the year. This
has been replaced with the
Christian festival of St.
Bridgid.

Bealtaine falls in the first
week of May and is the
Celtic festival to signal the
coming of summer. The
name is derived from the
old Irish for "bright fire".
The time was marked by
the lighting of bonfires and the animals were
moved to summer
pastures.

SAMHAIN

LUGHNASA

Samhain falls in the first
week of November and is
the Celtic festival that
marks the division
between the bright and
the dark halves of the
year. It is the original
inspiration for the
modern Halloween. It
has also been marked
since Christian times by
All-Saints and All-Souls
day.

Lughnasa falls in the first
week of August and is
the Celtic festival to
signal the coming of the
first harvests. It is named
after the god "Lugh" who
was believed to have
established the festival. It
is sometimes known as
the "festival of the first
fruits".

Click to See the Guide in the Green
Roomhere: BIT.LY/GRGUIDE
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A VISIT TO THE HILL OF UISNEACH
FOR THE FESTIVAL OF BEALTAINE:
The "Hill of Uisneach" in County
Westmeath is considered a sacred site in
Ireland - especially connected with the
celtic festival of Bealtaine. This festival of
fire typically takes place on the summit
on the first weekend in May each year maybe one of these days you will get a
chance to visit this beautiful spot!

Arrivin

p e a c e fu
Such a

g in Ui
sne
Westm ach, County
eath.

l p la c e !

W o r ld !
of The
On Top

You'll know when you arrive in
Westmeath

See more in our Westmeath Homelands
Feature. More here:
BIT.LY/WESTMEATHHOMELANDS

om isi ng to re tu rn .
Sl án ! As w e le av e pr
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THE NORTH EAST USA
by Mike Collins

In March 2019 we traveled to the
north east of the USA to visit
some of our members, give talks
and see some of the iconic
places associated with the Irish
in that part of the world.

STOP 1: BOSTON
We landed in snowy Boston on a
cold night in March - but were given
such a warm welcome! One of the
highlights was the lecture at the
NEHGS in Boston - and the
opportunity to meet so many of our
readers and members.

On The Snowy North Boston Shore

Before The NEHGS Lecture with Pam Holland

Hanging Outside So Many Boston Houses!

Just Some Of The Audience On The Day
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STOP 2: CONNECTICUT
Our next stop was Quinnipiac
University in Connecticut where we
visited the Great Hunger Museum
with a number of our members.

Outside in the Cold - Need to head inside!

"An Gorta Mór" - The Great Hunger

With Sandy and Joel Laferriere

Yes! That Would Be Us Alright!

Having The Craic With Phyllis McNeill
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STOP 3: NEW YORK CITY
After a trip to Philadelphia (see
meetup photos later) - we headed to
New York City to visit so many iconic
places associated with the Irish and
Immigration.

Outside The Tenement Museum

On The Irish Hunger Memorial

Going Into Castle Garden (Castle Clinton).

On the Lower East Side - First Point of
Entry in the early Days

In Old Saint Pats - Lower East Side
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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STOP 4: ELLIS ISLAND
What an amazing place to spend St.
Patrick's Day - on Ellis Island with
some of the nicest people in the
world (our Green Room members of
course!)

The Iconic View of Manhattan From Ellis Island

Taking a Stroll Around the Grounds

Before We Walk Up Those Steps to be "Processed".

Inside the Main Reception Hall

In The Train Station On the Mainland
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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FROM THE LANDS OF NORTH
TIPPERARY
Did you ever have a mystery in your
Irish family tree? A family in Ireland
that just might be yours but you
cannot be sure? Today, we're going
to feature a letter from one of our
Green Room members who has such
a mystery - see if you have a similar
situation yourself.

I

received the following from Betsy Michalik
and have answered each section of her
letter in a conversational format:
Betsy: My name is Betsy Michalik and I have
lived in Knoxville,TN for the past 40 years. I
am originally from Manchester, CT and many
of my ancestors ended up in Hartford CT,
which is a 15 minute drive away from
Manchester.
Mike: Nice to meet you Betsy!
Betsy: Since April of this year, I have been
obsessed with my ancestry research. Two
things precipitated this...one was my mom at
89 years old took a trip to Ireland with some
other of my family members. At the same
time, through a DNA test I discovered that I
am 59% Irish - so Ireland is where I wanted to
begin my research. I view my research and
assembling my family tree as a gift to my
children and grandchildren.

A View to The Rock of Cashel, County Tipperary
Mike: Well, it sounds like you are well and truly "off to the
races" on your Irish family history search!
Betsy: I have quite a bit of information about the Loughnane
branch of the family. However, I may have mixed two
different families, I just can't say for sure. The particular
couple I'd like to know more firmly about are Denis
Loughnane (b. 1819) and Catherine Donohue (b. 1829). I
have records that confirm that Denis died of neck cancer
with son Patrick present at death, and Johanna Loughnane
(Cleary), Patrick's wife was present at the death of Catherine.
Mike: My own maternal grandmother was a Loughnane from
east Galway, probably the same line as your own.
Betsy: I have many of the children's birth registry records. I
have a wonderful, long article on their son Rev. James
Loughnane who lived in Newmarket-on-Fergus and was a
priest of the Catholic Church. I have a letter from Rev. James
Loughnane to my great-grandfather John Loughnane who
came to the USA and ended up in Hartford CT.
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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FROM THE LANDS OF NORTH TIPPERARY (CONTINUED)

M

ike: Good for you Betsy. I did
have a look at records online and
noticed your John (or maybe not!)
as being baptised in 1850 - so we
need to compare dates further.
How nice to have that article on
your James - there were three
churches in the parish of
Newmarket-on-Fergus at the
time.
Betsy: There are a couple of
breakdowns for me in the
Loughnane branch. One is I
cannot find anything on the birth
of Denis and Catherine's son
John, my great grandfather. I
thought he was their oldest child
but recently a Catherine turned
up. The next breakdown is that
several children...Catherine, John,
James, Margaret, and I think
Patrick are all born 1844 to early
1850s - though I don't have clear
dates for all.
There also seems to be a second
batch also born to Denis and
Catherine in later 1860s and early
1870s. I've gone over and over,
wondering is this two different
families? Is this a daughter or
cousin who married another
Denis? Is this a case of many
babies dying in between?
Mike: Now, this is a problem that
many of us face. I did have a look
through the records and noticed
that the first "batch" of this
couple were baptised when the
family lived in Toomevara town whereas the second "batch" were

baptised when the family lived in Reiskmore/Falleen townland in the
nearby countryside.
A couple of points:
1. You are right to wonder if there was more than one couple with the
same surnames. ALWAYS assume they are different until proven.
2. Church records for the RC Parish of Toomevara start in 1830 with a
gap between 1856 and 1861. This may cause problems when looking for
baptisms for possible children during this time.
3. You did not say how you know your Loughnanes came from this
specific area. Did they talk about Reiskmore/Toomevara in the USA? Do
you have US records that give specific locations in Ireland and sibling
names? We can explore this further in the Green Room .
I noticed in the Griffith Valuations that the second "batch" of Loughnanes
appear to live in Reiskmore/Falleen while the youngest of the Loughnane
children from the first "batch" was baptised in the town of Toomevara. I
also found a valuation record mentioning a James Loughnane in the late
1840s in Falleen. It is possible that James died and Denis arrived from the
town of Toomevara to take over the land. Another lead to explore!
Betsy: Denis was a farmer as was his son Patrick. John may have worked
as a clerk in CT. James, of course, was a priest. Beyond that I'm not sure.
If you could trace Denis or Catherine's parents that would be wonderful!
Mike: Well, I saw that Patrick was a farmer in the 1901 census. Before we
go further, I think it's essential to figure out whether the entire "batch" of
Loughnanes in the area are the same - or two different families. I cannot
answer for sure until you share the documentation that shows how you
know your Loughnanes link back to Toomevara.
So, if we discover that the Reiskmore Loughnanes are yours, we use the
detail in the 1901 census as a starting point and start working backwards
on birth, marriage, death and land records. Sponsor details in
baptism/marriage records can be very useful in building a web of
possible neighbours and relatives of the Loughnanes. I look forward to
exploring this further in The Green Room.
Betsy: Thank you!

Like to See What Happened Next? See More on
this case in the Green Room Forum here:
BIT.LY/NORTHTIPP
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MEET YOUR FELLOW MEMBERS!
Two Pages of Member Meetups, Hooleys and "Drop-ins" from around the World!
1

2

3

8

9

7

4

6

5

1. Boston with Pam Holland, Beth & Kevin Tierney and Bart Lawless. 2.The boat to Ellis Island with Deirdre
McGuire, Lynn McGrath and cousin Madeline. 3.Boston with Kevin & Beth Tierney. 4. Boston with Gail
Lawless, Cathy Abraham, Mary Jo Griffin, Elaine Mello, Eileen Mashimo and Mark Driscoll. 5. With Annette
O'Donoghue. 6.With Mark Driscoll. 7. With Sanday McCabe. 8. Ellis Island with Debra Emerson, Fran Butler
and Jane Mackesy. 9.In Quinnipiac with Phyllis McNeil, Sandy Laferriere, Sheila Johnson and Harriet Myers.
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1

6

4

5

2

3

1. In Philidelphia with Kathy Bell, Jim Purcell, Bev Fischer, Mary Ellen Trego, Nancy Whalen, Peg Fox
and Catherine Gregory. 2. With Bev Fischer. 3. With Anne Zurcher. 4. Jim Purcell. 5.With Mary Ellen
Trego and Nancy Whalen. 6. With Adrienne Fox.

Click to See More Pictures in the Green Room
Forum here: BIT.LY/GRGALLERY
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ASK THE
GENEALOGIST
by Jayne McGarvey

Jayne McGarvey is our Irish-based Genealogist in The
Green Room. Each week she answers dozens of
member queries - here is just one recent conversation!

W

QUESTION (OBSERVATION IN THIS
CASE):
I have to say that ancestry.com has been
the biggest help to me so far - and at the
same time I've taken in SO much faulty
information. Especially with the family
trees. Wow, talk about just plain wrong.
Early on I fell for so much bad information
that I may not "clean up" my tree before I
leave this mortal coil. I just wish I could
post on ancestry and say that, but you
can’t. Sanday McCabe.
JAYNE:
Sanday , we have all been there, and that includes
me! I've read records incorrectly, accepted
information, I’ve omitted my sources (and spent
months trying to find the information again)! You
live and you learn - mistakes happen, we make
novice errors, we make errors because the available
records lead us to the wrong conclusion, it's a
natural part of genealogy. As long as we honestly
correct our mistakes, when we find them we
become better genealogists for it.
If somebody's public tree is wrong you can contact
them and diplomatically share the correct evidence
with them - doesn't always work, but if polite,
friendly share does not, you can add a comment to

their trees - of course that then depends on people
taking the time to look at this information and
evaluate it.
I think the trick with Ancestry's “hints” is to break
each hint or connection down into a series of
questions or hypothesises:
Is it feasible?
Is it probable?
Does it fit?
Does it belong?
Even trees that are flights of fantasy can be helpful in that they encourage us to look at the information
and study the documentation - the document
attached to entirely the wrong person may be what
you are looking for for someone else in your tree.
Following forward on some of these fantasy lines
will sometimes link into fairly reasonable
connections - but more often it can be a document
here, a person there, a marriage or death record
that provides the basis of a research question - but
you do your own research!
Jayne.

Ask The Genealogist Your Questions in the
Green Room Forum here: BIT.LY/ASKJAYNE
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COUNTY CLARE HOMELANDS
County Clare feels like a very ancient part of Ireland. This was the part of
Ireland that gave us Brian Boru and the Dal gCais tribe. Many of the
families here had a connection with this tribe down through the centuries.

I

would love for you to visit Miltown Malbay,
from where my newly established family
originated. My father was adopted in 1922 in
South Australia. After a 35 year search for his
natural family, I found them and have been
accepted as one of theirs…a Malone/Murray
from County Clare!! I would dearly love to
breakdown the brick walls that surround the
origin of the Malone /Murray family and show
my wonderful new family where they
originated."
That was the note we received from Toni
Proudlock. This kicked off our research
before we embarked on a road trip to County
Clare to track down the ancestral homelands
of the Malone/Murray family before they
emigrated to Australia.
Have you ever travelled to County Clare? It is
probably one of the most scenic parts of
Ireland – and indeed, the world! The town of
Miltown Malbay is quite recent in origin and
gets its name from the nearby place where
the legendary Fionn McCumhaill drowned an
evil witch called Mal. Nowadays, the whole
area around Miltown Malbay and nearby
Spanish Point is very popular with daytrippers from Limerick and further afield.

The Fields Around Miltown Malbay, County Clare
One of the things that struck us as we traveled through the
area was just how intact the landscape was from the 1800s.
In other parts of the country – especially after the famine –
houses were cleared, ditches knocked and so on. But in this
part of the country, you see many of the older cottages still
standing as well as being able to trace the outline of old field
systems.
Before we go on, let me tell you a story to illustrate just how
“local” Ireland is. I told my father that we were heading to
Miltown Malbay. He looked thoughtful for a moment and
said “I know a man from Miltown Malbay”. “What’s his
name?” I asked. “Willie Clancy” he answered. It turned out
that Willie and my father were carpenters together in
London in the 1950s. In fact, Willie played at my parents
wedding in 1956. He returned home to Miltown Malbay in
1958 and died there in 1972 at a relatively young age. He
was considered one of the most skilled exponents of both
Irish music generally and the Uilleann pipes specifically.
The summer school was started in his name in the mid 1970s
and it is now one of the most famous in the world. This is a
part of the world with a special relationship with music. It
permeates the streets and fields – and has done so for many
centuries.
Anthony Malone and Annie Murray were probably married at
the height of the famine. They lived and farmed in the
townland of Cloonbony – quite near the church – and
Anthony died at the early age of 39 in 1866.
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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It's hard to miss their church. It stands at the
top of the town (Barr an bhaile) – and you can
see the spire in many of the photos on this
feature. The church was built in 1839, in time
for the baptisms of all of their six children.
Anthony and Annie were probably married in
this church, but we will never know for sure
as marriage records only start in County Clare
from the 1850s.
CLOONBONY TOWNLAND.
So, the question was: “Can we find the land
that Annie and Anthony Malone farmed? Can
we find the house they lived in?”
To try and answer these questions, we
headed over to look at Griffiths Valuation –
carried out in 1855 – for Cloonbony and
County Clare. We found the entry shown
opposite.
There were two Anthony Malones listed for
Cloonbony, one as Anthony Senior – but in
checking with Clare Heritage centre – Anthony
Junior appears to be our man. We have also
established through research provided by
Clare Heritage centre and earlier land
transfers, that the Malones were probably
here for at least a previous generation and
one Martin Malone was the father of Anthony
Malone Junior.

Miltown Malbay Church

The Occupants of Cloonbony Townland

There is a corresponding map to go with this
Griffith Valuation listing. HOWEVER, the
correlations used can be quite inaccurate in
parts of the country. In this case, however, we
felt that the homesteads and plots were
isolated enough to give an accurate
correlation.
It turned out that the Malones lived at the
end of what used to be Church Street.
Nowadays, the paved road hits a dead end by
the church – but the street continues as
an old track beyond it – and is still visible.
So, as we searched for the house "on the
ground", we came across a local at the
entrance to a track by the church.

The Location of the Malone House
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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I asked “Where does this old track go? I have a
map that says there are the ruins belonging to the
Malones at the end of it”. “You mean Clancy’s
field?” he asked. In Ireland, local knowledge will
provide you with a name for many fields. James
Clancy was the man who received the bulk of
Anthony Malones land after his death.
Anthony’s widow and children stayed in their
house with a little over an acre to sustain them.
Since then, the area has become known
as Clancy's field. “Well, if they were still around
we’d all know about them”, my new friend said.
Carina and myself checked that it was ok to use
the old track – and off we went.
Before we left, we did ask our man to pronounce
“Cloonbony” – “Clon-bonny” he said, wondering
what kind of a question that was. Cloonbony
comes from Irish words meaning a “Place
abounding with Gorse”. Gorse plants are the
yellow bushes you see opposite. The smell is
glorious, quite close to the smell of coconut when
the yellow flowers are in bloom.
A few more steps and we came to the group of
ruins we were looking for. Have a look at that tree!
The sea wind blows hard over the top of this hill, it
must have been a harsh place to live for much of
the year. The ruin on the left is most intact – and it
is probably the ruin of James Clancy's house. The
wall to the right it the only remaining wall of
the Malone houses.

A Malone Shop Front in Miltown Malbay

The Gorse in Bloom on the Road to Cloonbony

We shot a couple of videos to share - but before
we left we gathered a small stone from the
dwelling to send on to Toni Proudlock in Australia.
A memento of the place her ancestors left in the
1800s to start a new life on the opposite side of
the world!

Like to See This Full County Clare
Feature? Available in The Green
Room here: BIT.LY/COUNTYCLARE

The Malone House Today
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Are You Using ALL the Benefits of your Green Room
Membership?

Video training on Irish Research tools and DNA testing
Irish-based Genealogist for pointers and help with your "brick walls".
BONUS free annual membership of JohnGrenham.com - Ireland's
foremost Genealogy record site.
Join us as we travel to a member's Irish Homeland each month and
uncover stories, pictures and surprises along the way.
Connect with over 2,750 other Green Room members who share your
passion, Irish surnames and heritage.

Not a Green Room member yet? If a friend shared this magazine
with you then now's a great time to join us!
Click here to get your own subscription.
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CARINA'S
IRISH CORNER
by Carina Collins

People are often surprised when they see names that don't
appear very Irish in their ancestry trees. Maybe you have
come across a Cornelius or a Myles? The reason is often
that an ancient Irish name was replaced by a different
English name over time.

W

Here are just a few examples - see if you have any of these ancient Irish male names in
your family tree. I have started with the original Irish name, then it's meaning and finally
an anglicised version of the name that you may be more familiar with from the records:
Aodh - "born of the fire" - became Hugh.
Cathal - "great warrior" - became Charles.
Conchobar - "helping warrior" - became Conor/Cornelius
Diarmuid - "god of arms" - became Dermot/Jeremiah
Domhnall - "mighty in the world" - became Daniel
Donnachada - "brown warrior" - became Denis/Duncan
Eoghan - "youthful warrior" - became Eugene/Owen
Feidhlim - "great goodness" - became Felix
Maolmordha - "proud follower" - became Myles
Maolseachlainn - "servant of Seachnal" - became Malachy
Muircheartach - "sea warrior" - became Mortimer
Muireadeach - "sea protector" - became Maurice
Tadhg - "poet" - became Timothy
Toirdhealbhach/Turlough - "towering stature" - became Terence
So, how about you? Do you recognise any of these names from your Irish family tree?
They may be very ancient Irish names - just masked by a modern anglicised version!
Slán for now, Carina.
Go to the Irish Language and Culture
section of The Green Room here:
BIT.LY/IRISHLANGUAGE
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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PSST! ... HAVE YOU HEARD THE
"SPOKEN LETTER FROM IRELAND"?
The Letter from Ireland Show is a Podcast that goes out from our
cottage in Ireland - covering Irish stories, myths, family history,
surnames and much more! Here are just some of our member favourites
so far:

IRISH ANCESTRY – INTERVIEW WITH AN AMERICAN GENEALOGIST
ON TRACING YOUR IRISH ANCESTORS
Episode 406

90,000 IRISH GENEALOGY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS OVER 5 YEARS
Episode 405

AN IRISH FAMILY HISTORY RESEARCH GUIDE
Episode 404

A JOURNEY INTO ONE WOMAN'S HIDDEN PAST
Episode 308

OUR EXPERIENCES WITH IRISH ANCESTRY DNA
Episode 209

MEET JOHN GRENHAM - A CHAT ABOUT IRISH ANCESTRY RECORDS
Episode 207

And Many More.... Produced by Carina Collins.

See All Available Episodes of the
Letter from Ireland Show here:
BIT.LY/ALFISHOW
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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SIMON'S SNUG
by Simon O'Flynn

Come in to "Simon's Snug" - Simon O'Flynn
that is - our resident Cork butcher - as he
shares a story or two from an Ireland of
long ago (and sometimes not so long ago!).

I

’ve just planted my spuds (also known as "potatoes" variety Duke of York). Each year at this time an inner voice
calls ‘’now is the time’’. There must be some genetic clock
still ticking within that nags and reminds of the importance
of this crop to life in Ireland in former times. So, today this
(ex) peasant is happy!
While planting, I can hardly imagine the seriousness of this
time to our fore bearers. It was literally a matter of life and
death. The thought of not being able to feed one’s family, in
already stressful times, must have laid heavily on their
minds. We, who have survived, surely owe these people a
great debt of gratitude.

"

I can hardly imagine
the seriousness of this
time to our fore bearers.
It was literally a matter
of life and death."

Again, at this time of the year I am reminded of how quickly
the years go by. It seems such a short time since I last wrote
of planting my potatoes. Has a whole year gone by?
On a lighter note.....spring is here. The days are getting
longer, the weather is warmer, even the rain is lighter. The
birds are nesting and the trees are budding. Shortly we can
look forward to the long warm sunny days of summer.

I hope you can enjoy this time of the year
wherever you live. i wish all my friends in the
Green Room - and beyond - a very HAPPY EASTER.
Simon.

Meet Simon and others in the Green
Room Snug here: BIT.LY/THESNUG
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BILL OF IRISH ANCESTRY RIGHTS
Our Bill of Irish Ancestry Rights -in place since 2015 - Which Is the most Important to
You?

AS A PERSON OF IRISH DESCENT I HAVE
THE FOLLOWING RIGHTS:

1. TO KNOW WHICH OF THE SURNAMES IN MY FAMILY
TREE ARE IRISH.
2. TO KNOW WHAT EACH OF MY IRISH SURNAMES
MEAN AND THEIR POINT OF ORIGIN IN IRELAND.
3. TO KNOW THE SPECIFIC DETAILS OF THE IRISH
ANCESTORS IN MY FAMILY TREE AND KNOW WHERE
IN IRELAND EACH INDIVIDUAL CAME FROM.
4. TO KNOW WHAT LIFE WAS LIKE FOR MY IRISH
ANCESTORS.
5. TO SEE THE PLACES OF MY IRISH ANCESTORS
AND TO WALK THEIR LAND AND HOMESTEADS.
6. TO CONNECT WITH MY LIVING IRISH RELATIVES.

Which is The Most Important
to you?
Click
Styled Link
Box to
More in the Green
here to have
your
say:
Room to go here
BIT.LY/BILLOFANCESTRYRIGHTS
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Next issue
JULY/AUGUST 2019

LUGHNASA
The Festival at the Start of an Irish Autumn!

HIGHLIGHTS
FROM THE
GREEN ROOM
HOOLEY
Places and People at
our 2019 Green Room
Gathering.

COUNTY
GALWAY
Irish Homelands
Feature

COUNTING
THE PEOPLE
Using the Irish Census
for your Family History
Research

AVAILABLE
JULY 5
2019
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LIKE SOME MORE IRISH?
HERE ARE THE MANY WAYS YOU CAN
CONNECT WITH US:
LOGIN TO THE GREEN ROOM (OR JOIN US): BIT.LY/GRLOGIN
GET YOUR FREE LETTER FROM IRELAND: BIT.LY/ALFILETTER

LISTEN TO OUR PODCASTS: BIT.LY/ALFISHOW
LEARN FROM OUR FREE ARTICLES: BIT.LY/ALFIBLOG

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK: BIT.LY/ALFIFB

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM: BIT.LY/ALFIINST
SEE OUR VIDEOS ON YOUTUBE: BIT.LY/ALFIYOUTUBE

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: BIT.LY/ALFITWITTER

FOLLOW US ON PINTEREST: BIT.LY/ALFIPINT

